
I, Maurice Fitzgerald, make the following submission. 

Question 1. Do you have views on the broad policy objectives of the OECD international tax 

proposals? 

Answer: Ireland should not be seen as a cosy and brazen tax haven for big multinationals — a position 

the EU is growing more intolerant of. This country does not appear to be moving on and is a retarded 

place with many problems, despite our big giants. We have a welfare bill the size of a mountain, and 

much of the recruitment in these big employers is precluded. While we have thousands on the margins 

of our society cut off of any bite of the apple.  

Question 2. Are there specific implications for Ireland’s corporation tax regime that would arise from 

adopting and implementing the OECD proposals that require particular consideration? What are the 

benefits and challenges for Ireland?  

Answer: Ireland should not be afraid to change its corporate tax policy and will be forced eventually 

to do so in the end or face expulsion from the EU plans for fiscal and monetary union. Foreign-direct 

profits go overseas. While government tax receipts are inadequate and require huge borrowings. 

These foreign-direct companies are making far more out of us, than we are out of them! 

 Question 3. Are there specific features in the design of the Pillar One proposals which, in your 

opinion, may have particular implications for Ireland and our tax policy? 

Answer: no answer 

 4. Pillar Two proposals include agreeing to adopt an Income Inclusion Rule, an Under-Taxed 

Payments Rule and a Subject To Tax Rule. Are there any specific features of introducing these rules 

that warrant particular attention with regard to their implications for Ireland’s tax code and tax 

policy?  

Answer: no answer 

 Question 5. Are there any specific issues which should be considered in respect to implications for 

the Irish tax code arising from the GILTI, SHIELD and other US corporate tax reform proposals, with 

particular reference to the significance of US MNEs in Ireland? 

Answer: It is great to see the U.S.A. taking steps to prevent American companies shifting profits 

around the world on a multinational basis and thereby preventing Ireland from allowing these 

companies to avail of the internationally infamous "double Irish", tax relief. Ireland is too worried 

about asking these companies for a bit more. It is rolling over to get them into Ireland, but the problem 

is that this country is still poor. It's not really working with a country paying out a fortune on welfare 

to prop up our divided population. Our government has still not copped on to the realization that 

these companies are laughing at us and their profits go elsewhere outside of Ireland. As a country we 

appear to be blind to the reality of what is going on. Much of the foreign-direct business coming into 

Ireland is in relation to specific industries in any case. We need to do more from indigenous businesses 

and broaden our foreign-direct view beyond pharmaceutical and medical devices.       

 Question 6. Are there specific considerations of particular significance that should be taken into 

account in deciding how any final agreement should be implemented? 



Answer: This country is a poor and heavily in debt country because it is obsessed with foreign direct 

companies. We should do everything we can to get as much out of our virtually tax-less foreign 

companies and not be afraid to ask for more.  Our government is afraid of them and they rule us.  

 Question 7. Are there any further considerations that should be taken into account, including in 

respect to Ireland’s wider industrial policy arising from the OECD proposals? 

Answer: We cannot go on providing a haven for foreign-direct companies, while the government has 

heavy borrowings. It's time to wake up, the rest of the world is waking up — so let us also wake up 

and make these companies pay their fair share, which they are not presently and ripping us off. We 

are still living in a near third-world country, where public services are appalling and expensive. Those 

who have more should pay more and we should embrace international efforts to get more out of 

very rich multinationals.  

 


